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• Methodology : Online Survey

• Sample: N = 1,002 Adult Canadians 
(18+ years old)

• Field Window: September 17-20, 2018

• Reliability: Online samples cannot officially be
assigned a margin of error. As a general guideline, a
probability sample of this size carries a margin of error of ±
3.1%, 19 times out of 20. The margin of error is larger for
sub segments. Although demographic and regional quotas
were employed to ensure reliable and comparable sub-
segment analysis, the data was weighted by current
demographic & regional Census data, to ensure the sample
reflects the actual population of adult Canadians.

Region
Number of 
interviews 

(unweighted)

Margin
of error*

Atlantic Canada 87 ± 10.5%

Quebec 213 ± 6.7%

Ontario 350 ± 5.2%

Manitoba/Saskatchewan 98 ± 9.9%

Alberta 123 ± 8.8%

British Columbia 131 ±8.6%

Canada 1,002 ± 3.1%
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Demographics
Age Gender

18 to 34 35 to 44 45 to 54 55 to 64 65+
Male Female

1,002 Unweighted 285 148 175 201 193 478 516

1,002 Weighted 276 155 187 194 190 483 511

Regions BC Alberta Manitoba / 
Saskatchewan Ontario Quebec Atlantic

1,002 Unweighted 131 123 98 350 213 87

1,002 Weighted 138 112 66 383 233 70



Voting Dynamics
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Decided Vote (Leaners Included)

51A: Before we begin, a quick question about federal politics... If a national federal election were held across Canada today, which party would you most likely vote for or lean towards? 
1B. Is there a party that you are leaning towards?  BASE: Decided (Leaners included) 1A/1B (Total: N=818)

• Regionally, residents of Ontario (48%), Atlantic Canada (44%) and Quebec (36%) are most likely to vote for the Liberal Party, while those in 
Alberta (62%) and Manitoba/Saskatchewan (46%) are more likely to vote for the Conservative Party. British Columbians are almost split – 37% 
are likely to vote for the Conservative party while 32% would choose the Liberal party. 

12%
UNDECIDED

Liberal Party, led by Justin Trudeau

Conservative Party, led by Andrew Scheer

NDP, led by Jagmeet Singh

Green Party, led by Elizabeth May

Bloc Québécois, led by Mario Beaulieu

The People's Party of Canada, the new national 
party founded by former PC MP Maxime Bernier

Some Other Party
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Q Debout

Decided Vote across the Regions

1A: Before we begin, a quick question about federal politics... If a national federal election were held across Canada today, which party would you most likely vote for or lean towards? 
1B. Is there a party that you are leaning towards?  BASE: Decided (Leaners included) 1A/1B (Total: N=818)



TOTAL VOTERS VOTERS VOTERS
(n=313) (n=294) (n=97)

Jagmeet Singh 32% 10% -

Justin Trudeau - 18% 42%

Elizabeth May 15% 7% 26%

Andrew Scheer 19% - 11%

Maxime Bernier 2% 19% 3%

Mario Beaulieu 1% 3% 2%

Rhéal Fortin - - -

Some Other Party                                 1% 2% 2%

No Second Choice 8% 16% 3%

Don’t Know/Prefer not to answer 21% 25% 11%

Second Vote Choice

72: And, if for some reason you felt you could not vote for this party, which party would be your second choice?
BASE: All Respondents who had a party preference in previous questions, except those stating Some Other Party (Total: N=811)

• Liberal and NDP Voters primarily look to each others’ parties as a second choice option.  Conservative Voters look equally to the newly-founded 
People’s Party and the Liberals.  
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Best PM

83: And, overall, which of the following party leaders do you think would make the best Prime Minister of Canada?
BASE: N=1002

• Regionally, Justin Trudeau is still a popular choice as PM for Ontario (49%), Atlantic Canada (42%) and Quebec (33%). While residents of 
Alberta (42%) and Manitoba/Saskatchewan (34%) feel that Andrew Scheer would make the best PM. British Columbians once again exhibit a 
Liberal/PC split: Trudeau (35%) vs. Scheer (34%). 

• Jagmeet Singh is most popular in British Columbia (14%) and least popular in Atlantic Canada (3%). Notably, both Singh and Bernier are the 
top PM choice of one-in-ten in Manitoba/Saskatchewan (11%). In his home province of Ontario, 9% feel Singh would be the best PM.
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21%

Justin Trudeau

Andrew Scheer

Jagmeet Singh

Maxime Bernier

Don’t Know
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Best PM across the Regions

3: And, overall, which of the following party leaders do you think would make the best Prime Minister of Canada?
BASE: N=1002



TOTAL VOTERS VOTERS VOTERS

(n=313) (n=294) (n=97)

Justin Trudeau 89% 5% 20%

Andrew Scheer 2% 78% 9%

Jagmeet Singh 4% 1% 46%

Maxime Bernier 1% 3% 3%

Don’t Know 5% 13% 21%

Best PM by Decided Voters

103: And, overall, which of the following party leaders do you think would make the best Prime Minister of Canada?
BASE: N=1002

• Nine-in-ten (89%) Liberal Voters feel that Trudeau is the Best PM for Canada.  Eight-in-ten (78%) Conservative Voters feel the same about their 
Leader, with 3% preferring Bernier and 13% unsure.  Less than half (46%) of NDP Voters feel Singh would be the Best PM, with 20% preferring 
Trudeau and 21% unsure. 
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Canadians on Current Issues



Interprovincial trade barriers: Clear majority 
support for elimination 

124ABCDE. Now, turning to some different issues in the news... For each of the 2 opposing viewpoints shown below, please indicate which one best represents your own.
BASE: Asked (Total: N=803)

• Majorities support eliminating interprovincial barriers in Alberta (68%), British Columbia (67%) and Ontario (64%), and about half feel the 
same in Manitoba/Saskatchewan (49%). Pluralities share this view in Atlantic Canada (46%) and Quebec (43%) share this view, with similarly-
sized proportions of residents in these two regions also indicating that they are either unsure of their view or that neither viewpoint reflects 
their own (39% and 40% respectively). 

• Majorities of Decided Voters for all three major parties support elimination of interprovincial trade barriers. Conservative Voters (71%) are the 
most supportive, followed by Liberal (61%) and NDP (54%) Voters. Notably, NDP Voters are more unsure (31%) than opposed (15%) to
elimination. 

58%

12%

9%

22%

Interprovincial trade barriers should be eliminated - they restrict 
choice and competitiveness in Canada's consumer markets

Interprovincial trade barriers are necessary - they protect 
companies and industries - and jobs - in each of our provinces

Neither view reflects my own

Don't know/ Unsure



Multiculturalism: Canadians are split over approach  

134ABCDE. Now, turning to some different issues in the news... For each of the 2 opposing viewpoints shown below, please indicate which one best represents your own.
BASE: Asked (Total: N=803)

• Regionally, opinions are polarized. Pluralities in Ontario (44% continue vs. 30% going too far)and Atlantic Canada (44% vs. 31%) feel the 
government should continue their efforts, whereas pluralities in Manitoba/Saskatchewan (42% going too far vs. 24% continue) and Quebec 
(42% vs. 29%) disagree. In British Columbia (42% vs. 42%) and Alberta (38% going too far vs. 36% continue), opinions are split.

• Majorities of Liberal (61%) and NDP (55%) Voters are supportive of the federal government’s approach to multiculturalism. Conversely, 
Conservative Voters (63%) are more inclined to believe the government is going too far and causing disunity in society.

38%

37%

14%

12%

The federal government should continue to help ethnocultural 
communities and celebrate multiculturalism –

diversity is Canada's strength and a key part of our identity

The federal government is going too far in their focus on 
multiculturalism and support for ethnocultural communities -

they are dividing people into 'tribes’ 
and harming the unity of our society

Neither view reflects my own

Don't know/ Unsure



Health care: Half opposed to allowing more personal-
pay private-sector care, just a quarter supportive 

144ABCDE. Now, turning to some different issues in the news... For each of the 2 opposing viewpoints shown below, please indicate which one best represents your own.
BASE: Asked (Total: N=800)

• Most residents of Ontario (57%), Manitoba/Saskatchewan (54%), and British Columbia (52%) feel health care will be better if it continues to be 
mainly funded and provided by public-sector institutions. Two-fifths agree in Alberta (45%), Quebec (43%) and Atlantic Canada (42%); 
however, more than a third of residents in these regions are likely to be unsure of their view rather than prefer a greater private sector role.  

• Clear majorities of NDP (70%) and Liberal (64%) Voters prefer public funding and provision of health care, rather than preferring an increased 
private sector role. Conservative Voters are divided, but are slightly more inclined to believe that health care will be better if individuals can pay 
to receive more services from private-sector care (42%) than continuing with the current public sector-focussed approach (38%).

50%

25%

10%

15%

Health care in Canada will be better if health care services 
continue to be mainly funded and provided by public-sector 

institutions, without allowing a two-tier system

Health care in Canada will be better if Canadians can pay to 
receive more health care services from private-sector care 

providers, if they want to

Neither view reflects my own

Don't know/ Unsure



Regional Development: A plurality (39%) feel regional 
development programs are good for Canada, whereas 
a quarter disagree and another quarter are unsure

154ABCDE. Now, turning to some different issues in the news... For each of the 2 opposing viewpoints shown below, please indicate which one best represents your own.
BASE: Asked (Total: N=800)

• Residents of Quebec (46%), Ontario (43%) and Atlantic Canada (38%) believe these programs are good for Canada, whereas Alberta residents 
(40%) tend to disagree. Residents of British Columbia (34% good vs. 33% bad) and Manitoba/Saskatchewan (30% vs. 34%) are split. 

• Six-in-ten Liberal Voters are supportive of the federal government’s development and aid programs (58%), as well as half of NDP Voters (47%). 
Conversely, a plurality that approaches half of Conservative Voters believe these programs are bad for Canada (48%). 

39%

24%

10%

27%

The federal government's regional development and aid 
programs are good for Canada because they ensure all parts of 

Canada can prosper and help to balance our economy

The federal government's regional development and aid 
programs are bad for Canada - they are just government 

handouts that pick taxpayers' pockets in some regions 
to buy votes in others

Neither view reflects my own

Don't know/ Unsure



Supply Management:  About half feel it is good for 
Canada, compared to just two-in-ten who feel it is 
bad.  A quarter are unsure.  

164ABCDE. Now, turning to some different issues in the news... For each of the 2 opposing viewpoints shown below, please indicate which one best represents your own.
BASE: Asked (Total: N=801)

• About half of residents in Ontario (53%), Quebec (49%), Alberta (47%) and Manitoba/Saskatchewan (47%) feel it is good for Canada, and about 
four-in-ten in Atlantic Canada (43%) and BC (43%) feel the same. Notably, the highest negative response to supply management is found in BC 
(31%).

• Six-in-ten Liberal (60%) and NDP (58%) Voters feel the system is beneficial, whereas just four-in-ten (42%) Conservative Voters feel the same. 
Three-in-ten (31%) Conservative Voters feel it is bad for Canada.   

49%

20%

7%

24%

Canada's supply management system is good for Canada because it 
helps Canadian farmers make a sustainable living, ensures Canadians 

can buy and eat Canadian-produced food, and keeps Canada strong 
and self-sufficient

Canada's supply management system is bad for Canada because it 
props up Canadian farmers by making everyday Canadians pay more 

at the grocery checkout

Neither view reflects my own

Don't know/ Unsure
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